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Abstract

We propose to use Twitter data as social-spatial sensors. This study deals with the question

whether research papers on certain diseases are perceived by people in regions (world-

wide) that are especially concerned by these diseases. Since (some) Twitter data contain

location information, it is possible to spatially map the activity of Twitter users referring to

certain papers (e.g., dealing with tuberculosis). The resulting maps reveal whether heavy

activity on Twitter is correlated with large numbers of people having certain diseases. In this

study, we focus on tuberculosis, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), and malaria, since

the World Health Organization ranks these diseases as the top three causes of death world-

wide by a single infectious agent. The results of the social-spatial Twitter maps (and addi-

tionally performed regression models) reveal the usefulness of the proposed sensor

approach. One receives an impression of how research papers on the diseases have been

perceived by people in regions that are especially concerned by these diseases. Our study

demonstrates a promising approach for using Twitter data for research evaluation purposes

beyond simple counting of tweets.

1. Introduction

Citations have been used to measure impact of papers over decades. This exclusive focus on

citations in research evaluation has changed in recent years [1, 2]. Alternative metrics (alt-

metrics) have been proposed to measure impact broader, not only on academia itself. The

overview of altmetrics definitions by Erdt et al. [3] show that there is no formal definition of

altmetrics; the definitions vary slightly. The definitions agree, however, that altmetrics have

been proposed as an alternative or supplement to traditional bibliometrics and are based on

various data sources (e.g., Twitter or Mendeley). With separate conferences (see http://www.

altmetricsconference.com) and journals (see https://www.journalofaltmetrics.org), altmetrics
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seem to emerge as a sub-field in scientometrics “with a broad investigative community focused

in the exploration of theoretical, empirical, and procedural aspects”[4, p. 236]. According to

Moed [5], there are three drivers of the expansion of the altmetrics field: (1) the policy domain

which is interested in impact of research beyond academia, (2) new developments of informa-

tion and communication technologies which facilitate social interactions, (3) the Open Science

movement with the goal to make scientific activities more transparent and better accessible.

Haustein [6] distinguishes between seven main types of altmetric data sources which focus

on specific types of social activity each:

a. “social networking (e.g., Facebook, ResearchGate)

b. social bookmarking and reference management (e.g., Mendeley, Zotero)

c. social data sharing including sharing of datasets, software code, presentations, figures and

videos, etc. (e.g., Figshare, Github)

d. blogging (e.g., ResearchBlogging, Wordpress)

e. microblogging (e.g., Twitter, Weibo)

f. wikis (e.g., Wikipedia)

g. social recommending, rating and reviewing (e.g., Reddit, F1000Prime) “(p. 417).

In this paper, we focus on Twitter which is a source that has been frequently used in alt-

metrics research hitherto. Twitter is a web-based microblogging system enabling users to post

short messages [7]. It is a decisive advantage of Twitter data that they cannot only be used as

tweet counts, but also for social networks [e.g., 8, 9] and spatial maps [10].

The overview by Erdt et al. [3] reveals that altmetrics research do not only use data from

many sources, but also cover a broad spectrum of topics such as the motivation of researchers

to use social media, field- and time-normalizations of impact data, visualizations of data, gam-

ing or spamming the data, and distributions of the data across countries, gender or disciplines.

Blümel, Gauch, and Beng [11] identified two main research lines in altmetrics within this

broad spectrum: “the first kind of topics are ‘coverage studies’ of articles with mentions in

social media platforms and their intensity . . . The second type of studies is cross validation

studies that employ comparisons of altmetric data sources with traditional measures of schol-

arly performance such as citations”. Based on the observation that already many altmetrics

studies have correlated altmetrics and citations, Bornmann [12] performed a meta-analysis

which allows a generalized statement on the correlation between metrics from alternative data

sources and citations. His results reveal that “the correlation with traditional citations for

micro-blogging counts is negligible (pooled r = 0.003), for blog counts it is small (pooled

r = 0.12) and for bookmark counts from online reference managers, medium to large (CiteU-

Like pooled r = 0.23; Mendeley pooled r = 0.51)” (p. 1123). Subsequent primary studies have

reported similar results.

Most of the studies correlating altmetrics and citations were interested in the question of

the meaning of altmetrics: do altmetrics measure something similar or different as citations?

Although altmetrics have been already used in the research evaluation practice [see e.g., 13],

their meaning is not clear. Accordingly, these and similar statements can be frequently found

in the scientometrics literature: “Yet at the moment, there is limited understanding of what

precisely these indicators mean” [11]. “There is no uniform definition, and therefore no con-

sensus on what exactly is measured by altmetrics and what conclusions can be drawn from the

results” [13, p. 124]. Since the meaning of altmetrics is not clear, the terms describing the mea-

sured impact varies: societal impact, public attention, non-scholarly popularity, diverse forms
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of impact, and non-traditional scholarly influence [5, 14, 15]. Triguero, Fidalgo-Merino, Bar-

ros, and Fernández-Zubieta [16] speak about the “scientific knowledge percolation process”

(p. 804), which is defined as the flow from the scientific community to the wider society.

In this paper, we would like to add another term: social-spatial sensor. We use Twitter data

to investigate whether research on certain diseases (e.g., tuberculosis) reaches the people that

are especially concerned by these diseases (i.e., regions with a high prevalence). Since (some)

Twitter data contain location information it is possible to spatially map the activity of (some)

Twitter users referring to certain papers (e.g., dealing with tuberculosis). The resulting maps

reveal whether heavy activity on Twitter is correlated with large numbers of people having cer-

tain diseases. Higher correlations can be expected, since–according to Kuehn [17]–many peo-

ple “share symptoms or information about health-related behaviors on Twitter long before

they ever see a doctor” (p. 2011).

The World Health Organisation (WHO) ranks tuberculosis, human immunodeficiency

virus (HIV), and malaria as the top three causes of death worldwide by single infectious agents

(Mycobacterium tuberculosis, HIV, and Plasmodium parasite respectively). In 2018 tuberculo-

sis caused 1.5 million deaths, HIV caused 770,000 deaths, and malaria caused 405,000 deaths

worldwide. Although these diseases occur in every part of the world, in 2018 the largest num-

ber of new tuberculosis cases arose in South East Asia and Africa (68%). Similarly, over two

thirds of all people living with HIV live in Africa, and this region also carries a disproportion-

ately high share of the global malaria burden (93%). We used these three infections as exam-

ples to demonstrate how Twitter data can be used as social-spatial sensors. Identifying relevant

articles in the Medline bibliographic database is more accurate when searching single infec-

tious agent diseases as Medical Subject Headings (MESH) rather than diseases caused by mul-

tiple pathogens.

2. Previous research on Twitter and spatial analyses of online

activities

2.1 Twitter research

Users on Twitter can use the system to share short messages: “tweets range from one-to-one

conversations and chatter, to updates of wider interest about current affairs, encompassing all

kinds of information” [18, p. 462]. Since tweets can contain (formal or informal) references to

scientific papers, the data source might be interesting for research evaluation purposes [19].

Twitter citations are defined “as direct or indirect links from a tweet to a peer-reviewed schol-

arly article online” [19]. According to Mas-Bleda and Thelwall [7], Twitter citations of papers

reflect “attention, popularity or visibility rather than impact, so that Twitter mentions may be

an early indicator of the level of attention (including publicity) that articles attract” (p. 2012).

It seems that topics are frequently discussed on Twitter that are currently trendy such as

breaking news or ongoing events [18, 20]. Previous research could not clearly say whether

tweets on papers reflect impact mostly from the general public or researchers [21, 22]. For

example, Haustein, Larivière, Thelwall, Amyot, and Peters [23] states that “Twitter is widely

used outside of academia and thus seems to be a particularly promising source of evidence of

public interest in science” (p. 208). Other studies concluded that mostly researchers tweet

about papers: “the majority of tweets stem from stakeholders in academia rather than from

members of the general public, which indicates that the majority of tweets to scientific papers

are more likely to reflect scholarly communication rather than societal impact” [24, p. 753].

Haustein et al. [25] define Twitter users with respect to various levels of engagement “differen-

tiating between tweeting only bibliographic information to discussing or commenting on the

content of a scientific work” [25, p. 232].
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Two topics were in the main focus of Twitter research: (1) correlations between Twitter

counts and citation counts of papers and (2) coverage of papers on Twitter.

(1) As the meta-analysis of Bornmann [12] and further primary studies [e.g., 26, 27] have

shown, the correlation between tweets and citations is close to zero [see also 28]. This result

might mean that tweets are able to measure another dimension of research impact than cita-

tions. Two other possible interpretations are that (i) tweets are meaningless, since they correlate

not even with citations. One reason for the possible missing meaning might be that tweets are

very restricted in content (no more than 280 characters) [23, 29]. (ii) Tweets “influence science

in indirect ways, for example by steering the popularity of research topics” [26, p. 1776]. The

assumed meaninglessness of Twitter counts and the existence of possible indirect influencing

ways have led to other analysis forms of Twitter data than counting tweets. In recent years, the

following new approaches have been published going beyond simple tweets counting:

Costas, van Honk, Calero-Medina, and Zahedi [30] produced thematic landscapes visualiz-

ing the topics on which people from a certain region tweet. The landscapes reveal, e.g., a strong

health orientation in the thematic profile of African people. Robinson-Garcia, Arroyo-

Machado, and Torres-Salinas [31] also produced thematic landscapes: they used the overlay

maps technique to identify topics of societal interest in microbiology. Hellsten and Leydesdorff

[32], Haunschild, Leydesdorff, and Bornmann [8], and Haunschild, Leydesdorff, Bornmann,

et al. [9] produced Twitter networks mapping the co-occurrences of #hashtags, @usernames,

and author keywords (of tweeted papers). These networks visualize public media-discussions

on certain topics (reflecting the interacting connections between users and topics). Another

Twitter network approach has been introduced by Robinson-Garcia, van Leeuwen, and Rafols

[33] that can be used for analyzing informal interactions between academics and their cities

and revealing societal contributions of research. Sakaki, Okazaki, and Matsuo [34] used Twit-

ter data to produce a model that can “detect an earthquake with high probability (96% of earth-

quakes of Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) seismic intensity scale 3 or more are detected)”

(p. 851).

(2) As the literature overviews by Sugimoto et al. [21] and Work, Haustein, Bowman, and

Larivière [35] show many studies have addressed the coverage of papers on Twitter [see also

36, 37]. These studies are important for using Twitter data in research evaluation, since this

data source can only be reliably used if the coverage of papers is not too low. In other words, if

90% of the papers in a set did not receive any tweet, the data might be diagnostically less con-

clusive. Sugimoto et al. [21] report that the coverage of papers on Twitter is around 10–20%–it

depends on discipline, publication date, geographic regions, and other factors. Similar num-

bers can be found in Work et al. [35]. For example, the empirical study by Haustein, Peters,

Sugimoto, Thelwall, and Larivière [38] reports that “Twitter coverage at the discipline level is

highest in Professional Fields, where 17.0% of PubMed documents were mentioned on Twitter

at least once, followed by Psychology (14.9%) and Health (12.8%) . . . Twitter coverage is lowest

for Physics papers covered by PubMed (1.8%)” (p. 662).

Some years ago, King et al. [39] concluded (based on an empirical analysis of a dataset

including tweets made about UK health reforms) that “to the best of our knowledge, there has

been no analysis to date of how Twitter has been used to inform and debate a specific area of

health policy” (p. 295). Our empirical results reported in section 4 and some studies from the

overview in the following section show that the situation has changed.

2.2 Spatial analysis of Twitter and other data on mental health

In the previous section, we presented some studies using novel approaches based on network

and mapping techniques to analyze Twitter data. These approaches are intended to reveal
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empirically public interactions with research. In this study, we would like to add another

approach where Twitter data are spatially mapped and used as social-spatial sensors in the

public health sector: we use location information in Twitter data to map the interest of Twitter

users in publications on certain diseases. If people in regions which are concerned by high

numbers of certain diseases tweet about these publications, it would mean that research

reaches the people which should be reached (and not only other researchers who are interested

in the results of colleagues). In other words, research would diffuse in practice and Twitter

data used as social-spatial sensor would demonstrate that.

In this section, we review the relevant literature dealing with measuring online activities in

the public health sector. Various researchers have already used Twitter data to “provide data

about population-level health and behavior” [10].

According to Raghupathi and Raghupathi [40], “big data in healthcare is overwhelming not

only because of its volume but also because of the diversity of data types and the speed at which

it must be managed”. The data used in this research cover a broad spectrum from patient data

in electronic patient records to data from the Web (e.g., Weblogs, [41], or Google) or social

media (e.g., Twitter). Raghupathi and Raghupathi [40] mention three areas where public health

can profit from big data analyses: “1) analyzing disease patterns and tracking disease outbreaks

and transmission to improve public health surveillance and speed response; 2) faster develop-

ment of more accurately targeted vaccines, e.g., choosing the annual influenza strains; and, 3)

turning large amounts of data into actionable information that can be used to identify needs,

provide services, and predict and prevent crises, especially for the benefit of populations”.

A very popular data source in recent years for analyzing diseases have been Google search

queries. Either the studies analyzed Google web search logs directly or they used Google’s web

service Google Flu Trends (GFT) which aggregated Google search queries for making predic-

tions about influenza activities ([42]; see https://www.google.org/flutrends/about). For exam-

ple, Ginsberg et al. [43] analyzed individual searches of Google web search logs for tracking

influenza-like illness in a population. The results show that “the relative frequency of certain

queries is highly correlated with the percentage of physician visits in which a patient presents

with influenza-like symptoms . . . This approach [tracking queries] may make it possible to use

search queries to detect influenza epidemics in areas with a large population of web search

users” [43, p. 1012]. In another study, Shaman, Karspeck, Yang, Tamerius, and Lipsitch (2013)

used GFT data to develop a seasonal influenza prediction system. Various other studies–

besides Ginsberg et al. [43] and Shaman et al. [44]–are reviewed in detail in the literature over-

view by Nuti et al. [42]. Their overview reveals that many studies have compared results based

on GFT with external datasets to validate GFT results: “Over 90% of surveillance studies com-

pared Google Trends with established data sets, which were often trusted sources of surveil-

lance data. A large number of correlation studies had moderate to strong strengths of

association, which demonstrates the potential of Google Trends data to be used for the surveil-

lance of health-related phenomena” [42].

Twitter data also have been used in health research (especially for public health predictions)

“ranging from tracking infectious disease outbreaks, natural disasters, drug use, and more”

[45]. An overview of studies in this area can be found in Sinnenberg et al. [10]. Twitter data

are especially interesting for health research, since the data contain meta-data on Twitter users

(e.g., occupation or location) and tweets (e.g., timing or location). Most of the Twitter studies

in health research “analyzed the content of tweets about a specific health topic to characterize

public discourse on Twitter” [10] and compared the results with results based on external

sources. According to Chunara, Andrews, and Brownstein [46], Twitter data can be labeled as

“informal” data since they are “unvetted by government or multilateral bodies such as the

World Health Organization” (p. 39).
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Signorini, Polgreen, and Segre [47] analyzed public tweets that matched certain search

terms (e.g., influenza and Tamiflu) and compared the results with influenza-like illness (ILI)

values reported by the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). Their “regional

model approximates the epidemic curve reported by ILI data with an average error of 0.37%

(min = 0.01%, max = 1.25%) and a standard deviation of 0.26%” [47]. In a similar study, Chu-

nara et al. [46] assessed “correlation of volume of cholera-related HealthMap news media

reports, Twitter postings, and government cholera cases reported in the first 100 days of the

2010 Haitian cholera outbreak. Trends in volume of informal sources significantly correlated

in time with official case data and was available up to 2 weeks earlier” (p. 39). Lee, Agrawal,

and Choudhary [48] developed a real-time influenza and cancer surveillance system based on

Twitter data (tweets which mention the words ‘flu’ or ‘cancer’) for tracking US influenza and

cancer activities. The system might be very useful “not only for early prediction of seasonal dis-

ease outbreaks such as flu, but also for monitoring distribution of cancer patients with differ-

ent cancer types and symptoms in each state and the popularity of treatments used” [48,

p. 1474].

3. Methods

3.1 Dataset used

In this study, we use the diseases HIV, tuberculosis, and malaria as examples to demonstrate

the use of Twitter data as social spatial sensors (see above). There are two open access websites

that give worldwide data on all three diseases: World Bank Open Data (see https://data.

worldbank.org) and WHO (see http://apps.who.int/gho/data). We used WHO data in this

study because it is an internationally recognized organization. The WHO reports prevalence of

HIV and incidence of tuberculosis and malaria. People who are infected with HIV can live

fairly healthy lives with antiretroviral therapy, and therefore prevalence (the proportion of

cases in the population at a given time) is a better reporting measure than incidence (rate of

occurrence of new cases). Incidence is a better reporting measure for diseases such as tubercu-

losis or malaria, because people either get treated and don’t have the disease anymore, or they

die.

We used three sources of data in this study which either focus on the whole world or the

USA: (1) incidence rates (or case numbers) for the three diseases (for countries or US states),

(2) publications dealing with the diseases, and (3) tweets of these publications.

3.1.1 Prevalence or incidence rates. For the HIV map, we used the data “Number of peo-

ple (all ages) living with HIV; Estimates by country” (see http://apps.who.int/gho/data/view.

main.22100?lang=en). The data are available for the years 2000, 2005, 2010, and 2018. Since

Altmetric.com started to monitor Twitter in 2011, we used the mean of the national HIV cases

from the years 2010 and 2018. In cases with no country data for 2010 or 2018, the existing

value was used (either 2010 or 2018). The tuberculosis world map is based on WHO data

retrieved from http://apps.who.int/gho/data/view.main.57040ALL?lang=en). The annual

numbers of incident tuberculosis cases per country are available for the time period 2011–

2017. Thus, we calculated the mean across the years for inclusion in the further statistical anal-

ysis. In cases, where the numbers are not available for all years, the mean was calculated based

on the restricted set of years. For malaria, we applied a similar procedure as for tuberculosis:

we used malaria incidences (per 1,000 population at risk) which are available for the years

2011–2017 and calculated the mean across the years. The malaria data are from http://apps.

who.int/gho/data/node.main.MALARIAINCIDENCE?lang=en.

For HIV, we did not only produce a worldwide map, but also a state-specific US map. We

would like to demonstrate that our mapping approach can be used very flexible (i.e., it can not
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only be used on the world level). The US data are from the CDC. We used the total number of

cases from the table “Diagnoses of HIV infection, by area of residence” [49, p. 114]. Since the

data are available for the years 2016 and 2017, we calculated the mean.

The collection of the data complied with the terms and conditions for the websites from

which we have collected the data.

3.1.2 Publications. Publication sets regarding the diseases were downloaded from

PubMed. The following search queries were used [see 50]:

1. HIV-related papers: (“hiv”[MeSH Major Topic]) AND (“2011/01/01”[Date—Publication]:

“2017/12/31”[Date—Publication])

2. Tuberculosis-related papers: (“tuberculosis”[MeSH Major Topic]) AND (“2011/01/

01”[Date—Publication]: “2017/12/31”[Date—Publication])

3. Malaria-related papers: (“malaria”[MeSH Major Topic]) AND (“2011/01/01”[Date—Publi-

cation]: “2017/12/31”[Date—Publication])

We downloaded the PubMedIDs for the papers found using the aforementioned search

queries on 27 January 2020. In total, we downloaded 17,295 PubMedIDs from papers regard-

ing HIV, 26,595 PubMedIDs from papers regarding tuberculosis, and 13,974 PubMedIDs

from papers regarding malaria.

3.1.3 Tweets. The PubMedIDs were imported into our in-house PostgreSQL database

and matched with the Twitter data from Altmetric.com via the PubMedID. 8,442 of the HIV-

related papers (48.8%) were tweeted by in total 55,506 tweets. 11,139 of the tuberculosis-related

papers (41.9%) were tweeted by in total 85,737 tweets. 8,403 of the malaria-related papers

(60.1%) were tweeted by in total 73,111 tweets. Overall, the papers regarding these three dis-

eases have been mentioned in tweets more often than medical papers in general [see 38].

The Tweet ID was exported from the Altmetric.com database. The three sets of tweets were

downloaded via the Twitter API using R [51] with the R packages httr [52] and RCurl [53] and

stored in local SQLite database files using the R package RSQLite [54]. Functions from the R

package DBI [55] were used for sending database queries. Not all Twitter users provide infor-

mation about their geographical location [34, 56]. From the tweets mentioning HIV-related

papers, only 342 tweets contained precise geo-coordinates, but 39,967 of those tweets con-

tained some free-text user location information. In the case of the tweets mentioning tubercu-

losis-related papers, only 83 tweets contained precise geo-coordinates, but 62,730 of those

tweets contained some free-text user location information. In the case of tweets mentioning

malaria-related papers, only 85 tweets contained precise geo-coordinates, but 69,420 of those

tweets contained some free-text user location information. We discarded the precise geo-coor-

dinates and used only the user location information.

One problem with the free-text user location information is that some users seem to

become very imaginative. In order to reduce wrong location information, we needed to filter

the location information for meaningful entries. We imported the city and country names

from the Global Research Identifier Database (GRID, https://grid.ac/) for obtaining a whitelist

of existing cities and countries. Only that location information was kept which contained a

city name and a country name from the GRID database. Usage of the GRID database intro-

duces a potential bias towards city names with research institutes and English city and country

names. For the countries, we added “USA” and “UK” (requiring a comma or whitespace before

“UK”). In both data sets, location information and GRID data, we removed non-standard

characters (e.g., ö, ä, ß, ê) by only keeping the standard alphabet letters, whitespaces, and some

punctuation characters (i.e., “,” and “;”). In addition, both data sets were converted into lower

case characters for matching.
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We found spurious location strings by manual inspection. Location strings which con-

tained one of the following strings were excluded: “www”, “http”, “not from”, “worldwide”,

“everywhere”, “mostly nucleus”, “bcnvcia”, “&”, “and”, “und”, and “y”. The latter four exclu-

sion strings are expected to remove multiple locations in a single location string (e.g., “Wash-

ington DC & New Delhi”). The remaining location strings were passed to the Google API via

the R package ggmap [57] if the location strings contained more than three characters. The

Google API returned among others precise geo-coordinates, country, and state names (if avail-

able) which were stored in a CSV file for plotting and statistical analysis. For the tweets men-

tioning HIV-related papers, we obtained by this procedure 10,018 geo-coordinates (18.1% of

all tweets), for the tweets mentioning tuberculosis-related papers 16,966 geo-coordinates

(19.8% of all tweets), and for the tweets mentioning malaria-related papers 13,780 geo-coordi-

nates (18.9% of all tweets). An example R script is available at: http://ivs.fkf.mpg.de/twitter_

maps/get_location_information_from_tweet_ids.R. We also used the GRID database with

Dimensions’ publication data [58] shared by Digital Science with us to count the papers of

author country and state (in the case of USA for the HIV-related papers) codes.

The R package tidyverse [59] was used for analysis of the Twitter user profiles. The R packages

UpSetR [60] and ggplot2 [61] were used for plotting classifications of Twitter user profiles.

It should be considered in the interpretation of the Twitter data that censorship of Twitter

in certain countries exists which “refers to Internet censorship by governments that block

access to Twitter, or censorship by Twitter itself” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Censorship_

of_Twitter).

3.2 Statistics applied

We used several Stata commands to produce the social-spatial Twitter maps [62–64]. The

most important Stata commands were shp2dta [65] and spmap [66]. We additionally calcu-

lated Poisson regression models with number of tweets as dependent variable and number of

disease cases (e.g., HIV cases) and number of papers as independent variables. Poisson regres-

sion models are indicated with count variables as dependent variables [67, 68]. In the interpre-

tation of the models, we focus on percentage changes in expected counts [69]. These

percentages show for a standard deviation increase in the number of disease cases in a country

(or state), the increases in the expected tweet number in that country (or state), holding the

country’s (or state’s) number of papers constant. We included a binary independent variable

in the models reflecting national censorship of Twitter in countries like Iran or China

(1 = national censorship).

4. Results

In section 2, we reviewed the literature using internet data (Twitter data) in health research.

One important outcome of these and similar studies was “the surveillance of influenza out-

breaks with comparable accuracy to traditional methodologies” [42]. The results might indi-

cate that Twitter activity reflects the interest of the general public in research findings. The

results confirm the statement by Robinson-Garcia et al. [31] that by tracking alternative chan-

nels “it is possible to identify and access literature which might not only be relevant to scien-

tists, but also to lay people”.

On a related note, Sakaki et al. [34] coined the term “social sensor” which means that tweets

are regarded as sensory information and Twitter users as sensors. The use and interpretation

of Twitter activity as social sensors has not been done in altmetrics research hitherto. The

activity of Twitter sensors–which can be in the status “active” (i.e., tweeting) or not–on certain

triggers (e.g., earth quakes or indications of influenza) can be measured. In this study, Twitter
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users function as social-spatial sensors by being aware of papers dealing with a certain disease.

Since one can expect that the interest in papers on certain diseases increases, when the user is

located in regions with many cases of illness, Twitter rates and disease rates might correlate.

This relationship can only be assumed, however, if the general public is active on Twitter

(besides researchers) and tweets about scholarly papers.

In order to receive information on the people tweeting on research about tuberculosis,

malaria, and HIV, we used classifications of user profiles provided by Altmetric.com. The

company classifies users who tweet about papers into four groups: researcher, practitioner, sci-

ence communicator, and member of the public [see also 22]. Altmetric.com explains the

groups as follows:

“Member of the public–somebody who doesn’t link to scholarly literature and doesn’t oth-

erwise fit any of the categories below

Researcher–somebody who is familiar with the literature

Practitioner–a clinician, or researcher who is working in clinical science

Science communicator–somebody who links frequently to scientific articles from a variety

of different journals / publishers” (see https://help.altmetric.com/support/solutions/

articles/6000060978-how-are-twitter-demographics).

Fig 1 shows the number of tweets on papers dealing with HIV, malaria, and tuberculosis

worldwide by Twitter user groups. The results show that researchers tweet on the disease

Fig 1. Tweets on papers dealing with HIV, malaria, and tuberculosis worldwide broken down by Twitter user groups. The figure is based

on all tweets with a paper link and is not restricted to those tweets with geographical location (see section 3.1.3).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0242550.g001
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papers, but most of the tweets account for members of the public. The results point out, there-

fore, that Twitter data can be used as sensors of paper impact on other groups than

researchers.

The use of Altmetric.com categorizations for the characterization of Twitter users in this

study is associated with two problems: (1) the analyses cannot be restricted to only those Twit-

ter users for whom we have geographical location information. (2) Altmetric.com defines the

group ‘members of the public’ as people who do not link to scholarly literature. However, our

dataset is based on only tweets including links to papers. Toupin, Millerand, and Larivière [70]

proposed a classification scheme that is more suitable for our dataset (see https://www.

altmetric.com/blog/not-sure-if-scientist-or-just-twitter-bot-or-who-tweets-about-scholarly-

papers/). Furthermore, we can use it without restrictions to profiles with geographical location

information.

The classification scheme by Toupin et al. [70] is more fine-grained than the one provided

by Altmetric.com. The general idea behind most classifications is to capture the interest of a par-

ticular account to share scholarly papers using self-descriptions in the profiles [see 24, 29, 71]:

• Faculty and students: accounts whose general interest lies in higher education or the realm

of research;

• Communicators and journalists: accounts whose general interest lies in the transmission of

information at a higher scale (e.g., media, arts, literature);

• Professionals: accounts who may have an interest in engaging with research papers accord-

ing to their job (e.g., conservation manager);

• Political: accounts who have political interests in engaging with papers (e.g., through activ-

ism or as part of governmental jobs);

• Personal: accounts that self-describe themselves using personal interests (e.g., in cats or

dogs)

• Institutions and organizations: accounts whose interests represent a group of people;

• Bots: accounts that describe themselves using keywords related to automated activity;

• Journals and publishers: accounts that represent journals or scientific publishers.

Toupin [72] has provided R code that we used in a slightly modified version for classifying

the Twitter user profiles that were included in the geographical analysis. Fig 2 shows the Twit-

ter user profile classifications for tuberculosis, malaria, and HIV. This classification often

assigns more than one class to a single profile, e.g., 188 profiles were assigned to the ‘Personal’

and ‘Science’ classifications in the case of tuberculosis. Many more profiles tweeting about

HIV were classified as ‘Bots’ in comparison with the other two diseases. Although the single

largest class is ‘Faculty and students’, other classes can be grouped as members of the public

(e.g., ‘Personal’, ‘Institutions and organizations’, and ‘Political’).

The results in Fig 2 confirm thus the results in Fig 1 where the classification of Altmetric.

com is used. There seems to be a large proportion of members of the public in the dataset of

this study. Using the tweets of the profiles as social sensors, we investigate in the following sec-

tions whether research on a certain disease (tuberculosis, malaria, and HIV) reaches the people

that are especially concerned by the disease (regions with many people having the disease).

Using the location information converted into geo-coordinates (see section 3), we mapped

Twitter activity on certain papers (e.g., dealing with tuberculosis, malaria, or HIV). Each tweet

is represented by a single dot on the map.
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4.1 Mapping tuberculosis related data

Fig 3 shows worldwide Twitter activity referring to papers dealing with tuberculosis. The

underlying blue-colored scheme visualizes the number of incident tuberculosis cases per coun-

try. The map is intended to show whether tuberculosis research reaches regions with many

tuberculosis cases: does the number of tuberculosis cases correlate with the number of tweets

on tuberculosis papers?

One of the problems with Twitter data in the context of this study is that Twitter activity is

generally high where much research is done (see, e.g., Western Europe or the Boston area in

Fig 3). Since this is not the activity which we intended to measure, we inversely weighted the

size of each tweet on the map by the number of papers in that country [i.e., 1/log(number of

papers)]. Thus, the more papers’ authors are located in a country, the smaller the size of the

tweet dot is [see here 10, 43]. We assume that large dots reflect tweets of people not doing

research or not being a publisher/ publishing organization (but might be personally con-

fronted with tuberculosis).

The map in Fig 3 might show the expected result that high Twitter activity is related to high

numbers of incident tuberculosis cases. However, it is not completely clear whether this con-

clusion can be drawn, since there are several countries with high Twitter activity and high

paper output (e.g., Western Europe and the Boston region). For some regions on the map, the

extent of Twitter activity is difficult to interpret since tweet dots might overlap (especially

those with larger sizes). To have a conclusive answer on the relation between Twitter activity

and paper output, we additionally calculated Poisson regression models with number of tweets

as dependent variable and number of incident tuberculosis cases and number of papers as

independent variables.

The results are shown in Table 1. The coefficients of both independent variables are statisti-

cally significant. The percentage changes in expected counts reveal that incident tuberculosis

Fig 2. Twitter user classification for tweets on papers dealing with tuberculosis, malaria, and HIV. The graphs are

restricted to the set of profiles each with geographical location that could be converted into geo-coordinates (see

section 3.1.3).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0242550.g002

Fig 3. Tweeting on papers dealing with tuberculosis worldwide. Each tweet is inversely weighted with the number of papers published by

authors in the corresponding country: the larger the dots, the smaller the research activity. The countries are colored according to the total

number of incident tuberculosis cases. For some countries, e.g. Greenland, no data are available. Some countries such as China or Iran block

internet access to Twitter or its content (see section 3.1.3).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0242550.g003
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cases and Twitter activities are related in fact: for a standard deviation increase in the number

of incident tuberculosis cases in a country, the expected number of tweets in that state

increases by 9%, holding the country’s number of papers constant. The results in Table 1 fur-

ther show that the influence of the number of incident tuberculosis cases is significantly

smaller than that of the number of papers. This might reveal the stronger dependency of Twit-

ter data from the science sector than the general public (people concerned by the disease).

4.2 Mapping malaria related data

The map visualizing Twitter activity as social-spatial sensor of the public use of malaria-related

literature is shown in Fig 4. The blue coloring of the countries reflects malaria incidences (per

1,000 population at risk) from the WHO (see above). Since the WHO malaria data does not

include all countries worldwide, many countries are white-colored. The countries with avail-

able data are concentrated on South America, Africa, and Asia. Whereas some countries in

Africa are characterized by high Twitter activity and high incidence rates (e.g., Ghana), other

countries (e.g., Chad) have high incidence rates but not any Twitter activity.

Following the statistical analysis in section 4.1, we additionally calculated a Poisson regres-

sion model to investigate the relationship of incidence rates and Twitter activity in more detail.

The data from 79 countries could be considered in the regression model (these are the

Table 1. Coefficients of a Poisson regression model with number of tweets as dependent variable (n = 126 countries).

Independent variable Coefficient Standard error Percentage change in expected count

Number of incident tuberculosis cases 2.97 x 10−7��� 1.04 x 10−8 9.0

Number of papers 7.69 x 10−4��� 3.68 x 10−6 61.8

National censorship of Twitter -3.34��� 0.22 -34.2

Constant 4.33��� .01

Notes.

��� p < .001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0242550.t001

Fig 4. Tweeting on papers dealing with malaria worldwide. Each tweet is inversely weighted with the number of papers published by authors

in the corresponding country: the larger the dots, the smaller the research activity. The countries are colored according to malaria incidences

(per 1,000 population at risk). For various countries, e.g. Russia and Australia, no data are available. Some countries such as China or Iran block

internet access to Twitter or its content (see section 3.1.3).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0242550.g004
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countries with available data for the three variables). The results are reported in Table 2. They

point out that number of papers and malaria incidences are statistically significant.

The relevant information in Table 2 for interpreting the results of the regression analysis

are the percentage changes in expected counts. These results reveal that malaria incidences

and Twitter activities are related in fact: for a standard deviation increase in malaria incidences

in a country, the expected number of tweets in that state increases by 14.6%, holding the coun-

try’s number of papers constant. Although the publication numbers also have a substantial

influence on the Twitter activity (the percentage change in expected counts is 86.5%), Twitter

activity seems to reflect the use of papers on malaria in affected regions.

4.3 Mapping HIV related data

Fig 5 shows the HIV world map. The countries are colored using the total number of HIV

cases (see above). For several countries, no data are available, e.g., Switzerland and Canada.

The number of tweets seems to be related to the national number of HIV cases. There are,

however, many countries with relatively high numbers of HIV cases, but without any Twitter

activity. Low-income countries share the highest burden of HIV cases but countries such as

Niger, Chad, Sudan, and Central African Republic don’t have Twitter activity. This may reflect

inadequate access to the Twitter platform because of a lack of computers, mobile devices, and

Table 2. Coefficients of a Poisson regression model with number of tweets as dependent variable (n = 79 countries).

Independent variable Coefficient Standard error Percentage change in expected count

Malaria incidences (per 1,000 population at risk 1.07 x 10−3��� 1.17 x 10−4 14.6

Number of papers 3.54 x 10−3��� 4.93 x 10−5 86.5

National censorship of Twitter -2.18��� 0.23 -29.1

Constant 3.20��� .03

Note.

��� p < .001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0242550.t002

Fig 5. Tweeting on papers dealing with HIV worldwide. Each tweet is inversely weighted with the number of papers published by authors in

the corresponding country: the larger the dots, the smaller the research activity. The countries are colored according to the total number of HIV

cases. For some countries, e.g., Switzerland, no data are available. Some countries such as China or Iran block internet access to Twitter or its

content (see section 3.1.3).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0242550.g005
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internet. In addition, health research in low and middle-income countries is insufficient and

fragmented, although it is critical for overcoming global health challenges.

The results of the Poisson regression analysis are shown in Table 3. Only 89 countries could

be considered in the analysis, since only countries have been included with available data for

all included variables. The percentage changes in expected counts reveal that there is a rela-

tionship between HIV cases and Twitter activities: for a standard deviation increase in the

number of HIV cases in a country, the expected number of tweets in that country increases by

22.1%, holding the country’s number of papers constant.

Twitter data cannot only be used as social sensors on the country level, but can be restricted

to a single country. We would like to demonstrate the approach based on US HIV-related

data. Fig 6 shows paper-based Twitter activity dealing with HIV in the USA. The blue-colored

scheme presents the number of HIV cases per US state. The map might show that the numbers

of HIV cases in the US states are in fact related to the number of tweets on HIV papers. How-

ever, there are several US states with high Twitter activity and high paper output (e.g., the Bos-

ton region).

We calculated Poisson regression models with number of HIV cases and number of papers

as independent variables and number of tweets as dependent variable. Table 4 reports the

Table 3. Coefficients of a Poisson regression model with number of tweets as dependent variable (n = 89 countries).

Independent variable Coefficient Standard error Percentage change in expected count

Number of HIV cases 2.43 x 10−7��� 8.45 x 10−9 22.1

Number of papers 4.74 x 10−4��� 3.34 x 10−6 50.3

National censorship of Twitter -3.74��� 1.00 -33.1

Constant 3.74��� .02

Note.

��� p < .001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0242550.t003

Fig 6. Tweeting on papers dealing with HIV in the USA. Each tweet is inversely weighted with the number of papers published by authors in

the corresponding US state: the larger the dots, the smaller the research activity. The US states are colored according to the total number of HIV

cases in 2016/2017 [49].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0242550.g006
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results. The results are based on a reduced number of US states (44 instead of 51) since only

US states are considered with at least one tweet. The percentage changes in expected counts in

Table 4 point out that HIV cases and Twitter activities seem to be correlated: for a standard

deviation increase in the number of HIV cases in a US state, the expected number of tweets in

that state increases by 69.6%, holding the US state’s number of papers constant. The results in

Table 4 further show that the influence of the number of HIV cases is greater than that of the

number of papers. This is different from the worldwide results (see above) where the number

of papers’ influence exceeds the influence of Twitter activity. In the US states, there is a stron-

ger dependency of Twitter data from the general public (people concerned) than from the sci-

ence sector.

5. Discussion

The use of altmetrics and especially Twitter data in research evaluation (impact measure-

ments) has been assessed very critically in the past years [73, 74]. The empirical results by Rob-

inson-Garcia, Ramos-Vielba, Costas, D’Este, and Rafols [75] demonstrate “an absence of

relation between altmetric coverage of researchers and the number of types of non-academic

partners with whom they interact”. According to Haustein et al. [25], “systematic evidence as

to whether tweets are valid markers of actual societal and/or scientific impact is lacking”

(p. 233). Thelwall and Kousha [37] reviewed the literature on various Web indicators and alt-

metrics and concluded: “only Google Patents citations and clinical guideline citations clearly

reflect wider societal impact and no social media metrics do” (p. 615). Most of the empirical

studies in the past focused on using Twitter counts in research evaluation.

In this study, we propose to abstain from using Twitter data as simple counts, but to use

additional meta-data, which are accessible for single tweets and Twitter users. For Pershad

et al. [45], “through its ability to connect millions of people with public tweets, Twitter has the

potential to revolutionize public health efforts, including disseminating health updates, sharing

information about diseases, or coordinating relief efforts”. The effects of these activities could

be measured by hashtag or user networks or spatial maps based on Twitter data. The use of

Twitter data is especially helpful in countries or regions “where conventional data collection

may be challenging and resource intensive” [42]. In this paper, we propose to use Twitter as a

supplement to Google web search logs which have been already used as data source for a

broad-reaching influenza monitoring system: “whereas traditional systems require 1–2 weeks

to gather and process surveillance data, our estimates are current each day” [43, p. 1014). Goo-

gle web searches have been seen as an attractive data source for empirical research in the past,

since people search for diseases, symptoms, and medical treatments [48]. Fung et al. [76] ana-

lyzed the online discussion of major diseases (including tuberculosis, malaria, and HIV) using

hashtags. They, however, did not study the relation to scientific papers regarding these

diseases.

Table 4. Coefficients of Poisson regression model with number of tweets as dependent variable (n = 44 US states).

Independent variable Coefficient Standard error Percentage change in expected count

Number of HIV cases 4.40 x 10−4��� 1.52 x 10−5 69.6

Number of papers 6.391 x 10−4��� 4.08 x 10−5 33.4

Constant 2.70��� .04

Note.

��� p < .001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0242550.t004
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Science mapping has become an important method in research evaluation [31]. The litera-

ture reviewed in section 2.2 demonstrated that Twitter data are well-suited for science map-

ping activities; according to Kuehn [17], they are especially interesting for the health care area:

they have “the potential to provide early warnings about chronic disease, emergencies, adverse

drug reactions, or even safety problems like prescription drug misuse” (p. 2010). In this study,

we propose to use Twitter data as social-spatial sensors. We are interested in the question

whether research papers on certain diseases (tuberculosis, malaria, and HIV) are perceived by

people in regions (worldwide) which are especially concerned by these diseases. We used two

methods for answering this question: (1) we visualized meta-data of tweets that include links

to disease-related research papers in combination with spatial maps reflecting incidence rates

or number of disease cases. It can be assessed by visual inspection then whether Twitter activity

is related to incidence rates or number of cases. (2) We used regression models to analyze the

relationship between Twitter activity and incidence rates or number of cases. In these models,

the number of papers has been controlled to consider that Twitter activity depends on research

activity.

The results of the social-spatial Twitter maps and regression models reveal that the combi-

nation of both methods is useful to answer our research question. We received an impression

of how research papers on tuberculosis, malaria, and HIV have been perceived by people in

regions which are especially concerned by these diseases. The maps give a spatial overview and

a first impression; the regression models quantify the attention research papers have received

regionally. For example, the comparison of the regression model results for tuberculosis,

malaria, and HIV reveal that research papers might be of specific public interest with respect

to HIV. The percentage in expected counts is higher than those for malaria and tuberculosis.

The HIV Twitter analysis that focused on US states shows that the relationship between public

attention and number of HIV cases is higher than the relationship between public attention

and research activity. The results might suggest how important social media platforms are in

diffusing research into areas where diseases are more prevalent but research outputs are low.

The methods proposed in this study might be a good supplement to previously introduced

methods investigating whether research efforts (public funds) measured in terms of publica-

tions respond to local (national) burdens of diseases [77].

Our study might demonstrate an interesting approach for using Twitter data for research

evaluation purposes. The data should be used, however, with care. A first important point con-

cerns the location information from Twitter. Wouters et al. [56] identified two challenges in

using such data: “1) the lack of disclosure of geographic information for all social media users

(e. g., not all users in Mendeley, Facebook or Twitter disclose their geo-location), and 2) the

variable granularity of available geographic information (e. g., not all users disclose their full

geographical information; some provide only country-level information, while others also dis-

close region or location)” (p. 701). A second point refers to the construct validity of the Twitter

data as used in this study [see here also 78]. Construct validity is “the degree to which a test

measure (e.g. a reference count or an Altmetric score) measures what it claims or purports to

be measuring (e.g. quality or social engagement)?” [79]. We do not know whether tweets really

reflect the usefulness of research papers (on certain diseases). We assume that based on the

relationship between Twitter activity and incidence rates or case numbers of certain diseases.

However, there might be other factors relevant for explaining this relationship (e.g., restricted

access to Twitter or censorship by Twitter).

A third point refers to the content of tweets: can we assume that tweets deal with the “right”

papers which are helpful with respect to certain diseases? Other papers might be more helpful.

Furthermore, we cannot assume in every case that “true stories” on papers are distributed on

Twitter. The results by Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral [80] show that false news stories are frequently
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distributed on Twitter and that “falsehood diffused significantly farther, faster, deeper, and

more broadly than the truth in all categories of information“. Pershad et al. [45] point to the

result of a study that found that about 20% of tweets about healthcare contained inaccurate

information. Robinson-Garcia, Costas, Isett, Melkers, and Hicks [81] list some proposals that

can improve the data quality of tweets (e.g., by removing the data from certain accounts which

have been identified as problematic hitherto). Future studies might show whether the consid-

eration of these proposals leads to other (better) results than those presented in this paper.

A fourth point refers to dependencies in the Twitter data. Single tweets might have men-

tioned more than one paper, and one Twitter user might have posted more than one tweet on

diseases. These dependencies might distort the empirical results. In this study, we did not con-

sider these dependencies in the data structure, since we analyzed the data on aggregated levels.

Future studies could try to analyze the data on a lower level to control the results for these

dependencies.

We recommend that our proposal of using Twitter data should be tested by other research

groups (active in scientometrics). According to Thelwall [82], “indicators must be evaluated

before they can be used with any confidence. Evaluations can assess the type of impact repre-

sented by the indicator and the strength of the evidence that it provides”. Beyond testing our

approach, future studies could investigate whether papers synthesizing research (or papers

close to clinical practice) are more popular on Twitter than papers reporting results from basic

research [see here 83]. Future studies also could have a more focused view on certain drugs,

therapies or prophylaxis by investigating their reflections in Twitter activity. Another idea is to

focus on papers publishing research funded by a special organization. Two organizations

could be compared: which organization is better able to reach target groups than the other?

In this study, we focus on the health care sector to demonstrate our proposal of using Twit-

ter data as social-spatial sensors. Our proposal, however, is not only restricted to this sector.

Sakaki et al. [34] list some possible other sectors in which our proposal might be able to be

applied (e.g., natural events such as climate change consequences).
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